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Fitting Instructions 
 

Cameron Fuller 19mm metal curtain pole 

 
The Cameron Fuller 19mm curtain pole is installed in a slightly different way to conventional curtain poles - 
the brackets are designed to ‘cup’ the stem of the finial, not the curtain pole itself. Therefore, the pole is 
cut so that it fits just between the two brackets but isn't long enough to rest in them. See image below: 

 
1. Install the brackets onto the wall, allowing at least 15cm either side of the window to allow for 

curtain stack back. The wider the window, the more allowance that is required as the curtains will 
be fuller. Allow at least 10cm clearance above the window. 

 
2. If a centre bracket is included in the pole pack, install halfway between the two end brackets, 

ensuring all are in line.  
 

3. Measure between the brackets and cut the pole length(s) accordingly. The pole should not be long 
enough to rest on the brackets. A junior hacksaw will be sufficient to cut the pole. 

 
4. Slide the curtain rings onto the pole. If a centre bracket is required, divide the rings, and slide an 

even amount onto each pole half. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

5. Insert the finials into either end of the pole. Leave enough of the finial stem showing to 
accommodate at least one curtain ring, and to enable the finial stem to sit within the cup of the 
bracket.   
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6. Raise the pole horizontally (with finials inserted), and rest on the end brackets. Be careful when 
lifting the pole(s) onto the brackets as the finials will be loose and may slide out of the ends. 

 
7. If two pole halves are to be connected, lift one pole half at a time and position the finial stem onto 

the end bracket, insert the pole joiner into the other end leaving half sticking out, this will then rest 
on the centre bracket. The painted section of the pole joiner should remain visible.  

 
8. Now lift the other pole half up, resting the finial stem in the cup of the end bracket, then insert the 

remainder of the pole joiner so the pole halves are connected.  

 
 

9. When the curtain pole is resting on the brackets, lift one end of the pole at a time and slide 1 or 2 
rings onto the other side of the bracket so that they are resting on the stem on the finial. These 
rings will anchor the curtains so that they don't pull away from the pole ends when the curtains are 
drawn.  

 
10. Tighten the screw on the front of each bracket so that it clamps the finial stem (and pole connector) 

making it secure, and in turn securing the pole as well. 
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